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Death
identified
as suicide
at Tech

NO
PLACE
LIKE
NOLA

BY ASHLEY HOPKINS

RMIMM

After
conducting
an
investigation, Virginia Tech
officials
have determined
that the student who fell
from the seventh floor of a

campui dormitoi) jumped
Intentionally.
Freshman commnnlcationa
major Jonathan David Jones,
19. of liedcricksburg. jumped
from a window of a study
lounge in I'ritchard Hall, an
all in.ilr d niwfy housing
1,000 students. Monday night,
according to Virginia Tech
officials.
Police received a call at 7:04
p.m. from someone who said
that they heard a thucj near the
dorm and saw a person lying on
the ground outside the door.
Police
and
emergency
response teams responded
immediately,
and
the
Blacknburg
rescue
squad
rushed Jones to Montgomery
Regional Hospital where he
wai pronounced dead Tuesday
night.
While the
preliminary
Investigation indicated thai
Jones had committed suicide,
the state medical examiner's
office iii Roanoke will make a
nnulund official determination,
according to Tech officials.
This is not the first time a
situation like this has occurred
iii Virginia Tech.
On Oct. 26, 2002. Ryan
Edmund Bvans committed
Minnie after (ailing from a
seventh floor window of Lee,
•nd 111 iyyo .1 student survived
after jumping from the third
floor of the same building.
In 1997 another death
occurred when .1 student fell
from the eighth floor of Slusher
Towei
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Freshman Kara Bryant helps gut trie medical (enter in Chalmelte during the beginning of Thanksgiving week in New Orleans. Bryant was
volunteers who spent their Thanksgiving break continuing the Katrino relief effort
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JMU students, faculty and community members team up for third Thanksgiving Katrina relief trip
BYJOHM SUTTER
reartuftai wrier

Freshman Julie Gaven shared Thanksgiving dinner
with a Hurricane Katrina survivor named Michelangelo
in New Orleans.
Michelangelo and his wife, son and mother were
nearly trapped in their attic as water rose in their home
during the 2005 storm. They managed to escape during
the eye of the storm and sat on their roof throughout
the remainder of the storm.
It's jiihl im n-iliMr l" h«-«r whnt they have gone
through," sin- s.ml.

last week 105 JMU students, high school students
and faculty traveled to New Orleans to volunteer with
the College of Education.
Even though it has been 27 months since Katrina
hit New Orleans, many people are still living in FKMA
trailers, houses have not been gutted and much of the
residential area is still uninhabitable.
JMU has sent five groups to New Orleans since
Hurricane Katrina struck in 2005. Junior coleader Justin Broughman went to New Orleans last
Thanksgiving and said that this year the group did more
rebuilding than in past years because reconstructive
affortj have taken precedenee over simply gutting

Local agency gives kids
big brothers, big sisters

homes. The number of participants nearly doubled
from last year's 56 volunteers.
"It is something that some can actually make a
difference on," Broughman said. "People are generally
interested on this campus in helping other people."
The volunteers worked with the National Relief
Network gutting buildings, starting reconstruction and
helping serve Thanksgiving Dinner to approximately
1,000 community members.
"I don't think anyone else could pull this off as

be addressed," Broughman said.
Places like the French Quarter, the Financial
District and Downtown are back up and running, but
areas like the 9lfc Ward are just open fields now and
many places in the outlying areas are still in desperate
need of assistance.
On the first and second days of the trip, a group
worked on gutting a medical center in Chaluuttc.
"(It was] amazing to see progress and change and
the impact we made over the two days," Gaven said.

well as the JMU community," said faculty co-leader
prnfrwnor Mary Hl«wW"—*Wt> heliov* in educating <mr

students by filling their hearts and making them good
students."
Some participants said they feel that since the
national media has left the city, people are beginning
to think New Orleans is getting back to normal.
"| It's] just an amazing experience to get to go down
there and see everything in person because you totally
don't get the whole story from what we are told in the
media," Gaven said.
Broughman said that the infrastructure is there
and businesses like McDonald's and Winn Dixie are
open, but there are still thousands of homes that need
to be gutted.
"It's the outside where the people live that needs to

v>

WEB EXCLUSIVE:
To read more about the

.trip, visit thebreeze.orq

for more of John Slitter's
interviews with volunteers.

Climbing to new heights
Students scale rock wall for
unique workout at UREC

BY KIM SEESE

tontf louring miter
Days l>etorc his 13"1 birthday. Bradley met his
Big Brother, Matt Masked, one of nearly 300 JamM
Madison t'imersiH students who volunteer to be
mentors tor children in Harrisonburgand Rockingham
Couutv. Maskell said lli.it as he met his Little Brother.
be heard Bradley, who was grinning from ear to ear
whisjM'i to his guidance counselor that this was the
1 tbdaj present ever.
Thirty years ago. Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Hamsotiburg-Rockingham County, which pairs adult
mentors with children, made its debut in Harrisonburg
Since then, it has paired thousands of children with
.uliilt mentors.
Today, the local agency serves more children that
any Big Brothers Big Sisters agency in Virginia and
the majority ot its volunteers are James Madison
l njverait) Btudenta, said Aaron Nussbaum, a staff
member at tin- agency. According to Nussbaum, James
M.ulisoii University students currently account for 276
of the 456 mentors.
"[The goal Is to] make a positive impact on the lives
MNUBRB po9.3

BY KENDRA BASSI
(onitibutin| vriMr

MmgnnM*>*>
Man Mnkill it om ol morly 300 JMU
stutah wko menlw i a child in
Hotriwrburj

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
Check out the first installment
of a three-part series by Tim
Chapman on the life of JMU
basketball player Pierre Curtis.
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"Got me?"
"On belay."
-aimbing.'
Thant Thein, a junior health science major, prepared
to climb the UREC rock wall for the third time. The
wall stands a towering 33 feet high in the middle of the
UREC atrium, making Thein's 6-foot frame seem small
in comparison. Wearing a harness of straps around his
waist and legs, he reached up to grab a red rubber knob
with his right hand. His left hand found a tan-colored
knob and he hoisted himself up onto the wall. Both of
his feet rested atop otlier knobs and he began his ascent.
The veias in his hands bulged as he struggled to lift
himselfhigher.
Stop lifting yourself up Use your legs." said NOfaf
UREC employee Emily Dubois Hollander.
It is Hollander's job, as Thein's belayer, to control the
rope and make sure that if he slips off the wall, he doesn't
tall to the floor She also acts as his coach, guiding and
giving words of encouragement as he scales the wall.
Since this is only Thein's third time climbing, he is making
a common beginner's mistake, according to Leigh-Ann
Johnson, an operational supervisor at UREC.
"Climbers really need to keep in mind that they
six HI Id IK- using tlieir legs," she said. "If they use their
arms, they will get tired out taster."
Back on the wall, Thein pulled against tin- rope
"I need more slack," he shouted from halfway up the
wall.
Hollander feeds about 1 or 2 feet of royal purple rope
through her harness to Thein, who was attached to the
other end. He paused to catch his breath and swung
upward. His hand missed his target by a few inches and
he swung back to his original position.
Thein said that climbing the rock wall is a great
workout.
UREC provides black-and-lan booties and a harness
that wrajis around each leg and the waist. Jake Padgett,

CMMO lOMNQUtST *H phoiopapho
Estabon Duron fallen grips 0 knob on the JMU (limbing wall located
•n UREC

a frequent climber, warns that the harness can look
awkward at times.
"[It causes] bulging in areas you don't want to lie
accentuated," he said. 'But it goes away once you start
to climb."
Once the harness is on, the UREC employee will walk
through the ABCs of the safety check: anchor, belay and
climber. Making sure the ropes are properly threaded
through the loop at the top of the rock and not
wUIMIINGpoff]
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The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by
reporting news involving the campus and local community.
The Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.

The Breeze is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
Madison University and the
localHarrisonburg community.
Comments and complaints
should be addressed to Mary
Frances Czarsty, editor.
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Where The I evends Piny I
11/16

•Straylight Run •Conshafter w/ Sludge from y101

Club Pulse at Toad's Place

CLASSIFIEDS

How |o place a claiftified:
-Go to UAVW JhebreeteMry and dick on the classified Unk or i»me into the <^^
-Cost: $500 for the first 10 words $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed classified, tio per column inch.
-Deadline*: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
—Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.

Come out to the 8th Annual...
OPERATION
SANTA CLAUS!
Tuesday, December^
Grafton-Stovall Theater
7pm
Admission is $5 or an unwrapped toy. All proceeds go to
local underprivileged children so they can have the
Christmas they deserve!
AND come out to see
The Grinch Who Stole Christmas
on Sunday December 2nd at 8pm in Grafton-Stovall!

CONGRATULATIONS: T\Oj TjHE 20.07
FIELD HOCKEY' TEAM, EOft REPEATING

'BE©'
07 TJ© "DCS

11/17

THE BEST DANCE PARTY IN RICHMOND!

Streetlight Manifesto
"Suburban Legends

EEB G®ftu tfSm&W

11/18

"The Stitch Up

The Hold Steady w/ Art Brut....11/19
•1990s

Regina Spektor

V

11/20

•1990s
Hot Topic Presents:

Avenged Sevenfold

11/21

"Operator 'The Confession "Black Tide

Club Pulse at Toad's Place

11/24

Y101 Snowball
"Paramore

www.ToadsPlaceRVA.com
I

„ «°'«c*,

i

11/29

"Silversun Pickups

140 Virginia St.

J

«ME8J M

"Featuring MTV musical misfit: DJ Skribbles
"Army of ME
804-648-TOAD (8623)

Richmond. VA

I

23219

China Express

dVshby
rossing
Looking For The Time
Of Your Life?
Ashby Crossing is
Where Life Begins!

The Best Value Combo

First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor

A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H,
I,J,K,L,

$395.00
$400.00
$405.00

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com

next to Food Lion

Dishes come with
BEST '
vegetable Lo Main
'CHINESE!
Spring Roll
8 Ox. Plain Fried Rice Bfctwwaflen'ar
$10.00 Minimum - Limited Area
and choice of soup:
Wonton, Egg Drop, or Hot and Sour
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
Sun-Thu until 1 am
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken Only <.A 95
& Fri- Sat until 2 am
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
SC23 General Tso's Chicken
Monthly Specials
SC24Seasame Chrten
SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken
w/ the Purchase of 2 Super Combos|
Menu & Map found on
or a Purchase $15 or more
must mention Ins ad when ordering jgiB-'Q&QjQ

Free Delivery
Late Night

(540) 568- 9899

FREE Cheese Wonton (6)

GoLookOn.com
Try our Chef Specials $7.45

Spaces are running out.
Stop in today and fill out
your application!

Chinese Restaurant
1031 Port Republic Road

&72

.y JSJi™ c»ci«

FREE 2008 Calendar with Purchase

Editor: Ashley Hopkins
Editor: Kaleigh Moher
Assistant Editor: (hloe Jean Park
breezenews@thefareeze.org
(540) 568-8041
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Food for thought
Students host second annual 'ExtravaCANza' event to benefit Blue Ridge Area Food Bank
BY MEGAN WILUAMS
senior writ*

The Blue RidRc Area Food Bank Network,
headquartered in Verona, Va. is preparing
for its busiest time of the year.
Ruth Jones, public relations coordinator for the Blue Ridge Area Food Bank,
said the food bank receives 50 percent of
its monetary donations for the year Nov. to
Jan. and 30 percent of its food donations
for the year.
"The community really comes together
to ensure that everyone gets a meal [during
the) holiday season," Jones said.
Seniors
Hannah
Murrow,
Megan
Koptish, Lauren Saunders and Susan Clark
are putting a new spin on the traditional
food drive organizing the second annual
KxtravaCANza event as part of an
assignment for SCOM 350.
"Our event is an amateur version of the
nationally recognized 'CanftrnctJon1 competition where architects and engineers
compete to build amazing structures out of
cans," senior Hannah Murrow said.
On Dec. 1 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. five
teams will compete to build the best canned
food structure at the Valley Mall out of cans
collected through donation barrels around
campus. Shoppers can vote for the winner by
placing a dollar in a team's box. The team
that collects the most money will
win the competition and all
donations will go to the
Blue Ridge Area Food
Bank.
"Our class was
introduced to seven
different
->i\«learning projects
at the beginning
of the semester,"
Murow
said.
"From
there,
our group was

photo dlrtntfwn by DAW I OMKMf ST/tfaH ph****"
last year the Blue Ridge Area Food lank distributed 87 million pounds of tood lo ?S counties ond nine cities in Virginia.

placed together in the Blue Ridge Area Food
Bank Network canned food drive. We did
not know each other beforehand but we
have spent an enormous amount of time
together while planning and preparing for
this event.''
Murrow said the food bank has been
involved with the event.
"This event would not exist this year without
the guidance we received from them." she said.
"Everyone at the food bank is ready and willing
to help in any way possible."
The Blue Ridge Area Food Bank serves 25
counties and nine cities in Virginia and has
distributed more than 100 million pounds of
food in the service area since its establishment
in 1981, according to its Web site. Last year it
distributed 8.7 million pounds of food.
"We can determine down to the square
mile where the most need is," Jones
said. "It really helps us determine
where to put our efforts, although we
really want to feed everybody."
Each branch of the food bank has
a Food Security Specialist whose job
is to determine where there is need in
a community, facilitate programs and
URMSmNUT/pfMo
recruit agencies.
After donations are brought in to
the food bank they are sorted and Inspected

Moseley Architects, last years ExtravoCAMza win
run. (OnihudMl a wikhn hot oul of wup com

World AIDS Week

AIDS Statistics
r\

.

O

before being stocked on shelves or put in the
"store."
Every branch has a store where local
agencies, such as churches or organizations
like the Boys and Girls club, can come and
shop or place orders and take food back to
their local community to distribute.
The Blue Ridge Area Food Bank also
buys food.
'We're purchasing about $400,000
worth of food this year," Jones said. "A lot
of those purchased foods go to providing
families with balanced meals."
Although non-perishable foods are
requested during food drives, the branches
of the food bank network have the means to
store some perishable items such as turkeys
and hams, both of which are commonly
donated around this time of year, according
to Jones.
The Blue Ridge Area Food Bank facilitates
a number of educational programs, according to Jones, One of which is Super Pantries.
a six-week course for the entire family to
teach them how to cook balanced meals on a
budget. At the end of each lesson the family
lakes home the recipes and enough food to
last them until the next class.
"We believe in educating as well," Jones
said. "Not )u?.t providing, food."

More than 25 million people have
died of AIDS since 1981.

In the U.S. an estimated
1,039,000 to 1,185,000 indiviuualt are HIV - positive.
Approximately 40,000 new infections occur each year in the U.S.

Worlds AIDS Day was established by the World Hearth
Organization in 1988 to remind
everyone that action makes a
difference in the fight against
HIV'AIDS.
•Froffi th# Otficw o? H#«wth Protnottonft

Sophomore Kale McGowon examines the pictures of sponsored children decorating the hill beside the
Commons during World Aids Week

CLIMBING:
Students rock
the wall
CLIMBING from front
threaded through the loop at the top of the
rock and not crossed or frayed in any way
is checking the anchor. Hollander said
that once she is done checking the anchor
she checks her own harness if she is going
to be belaying. The harness is attached to
a buckle that the rope is fed through; the
belayer uses this buckle to control how
much slack is given to the climber.
"After I check my own harness I check
the climber's to see if he did it right."
Hollander said. "Technically, the belayer
should check the climber's and the climber
should check the Delayer's harness."
After the safety situation is secured,
it is time to conquer the rock. But first
climbers need to pick which section to
climb. The wall's rocky face has five levels
of difficulty. To the right of the wall is a
section called "the cave," where one can
find the hard-core climbers. The cave is
below the stairs, giving it an arch that puts
the climber upside down.
Each person tackles the wall a different
way.
"I just jump onto it and monkey climb
my way up," Padgett said.
Thcin's approach is more calculated.
"I concentrate on where 1 am going and
take it one step at a time," he said.
Despite safety precautions, people still
get hurt occasionally. One of the biggest
mistakes climbers make is not putting their
feet up the wall when rappelling down.
"TJiey kind of flail around and end up
hitting the wall pretty hard," Johnson
said.
Johnson said most climbers walk
away with just a bruised ego. One person
was injured a little more seriously while
bouldering (rock climbing without the
anchored rope). He fell to the floor and
broke his knee.
"We had an ambulance come and bring
him to the hospital," Hollander said. "It
was bad."
Anyone can try bouldering, but the
climb is restricted to 10 feet up. which is
marked by a red strip of duct tape. This is
the type of rock climbing used in the cave.
More advanced climbers can try
sport climbing, in which climbers are not
anchored to the top of the wall. Instead, they
clip themselves into bolted-in carabineers
as they climb the wall. Carabineers are
big. strong clips used hook onto a secured
loop. This is different from the traditional
lead climbing also know as "trad" because
the carabineers are already attached to the
wall.
"We skip a step and make it easier on
the climber," said Kevin Kaczmarski, a
UREC employee who is certified to sport
climb on the wall.
Anyone who takes the sport climbing
class and participates in a few mock climbs
can be certified.
"A mock climb is when the person is
anchored in at the top while they are trying
to clip into the carabineers." Hollander
said.
Once climbers are comfortable with
the mock climbs, they can take on the wall
without the anchor. A helmet is required
when sport climbing. If anyone were to
slip and fall off of the wall, they wouldn't
be held there by the rope. They would
fall to where they clipped in last. It is a
risky sport but well worth it, according to
Kaczmarski.
New climber Thein agreed that the risk
pays off,
"Oh my Ood, that was awesome!" he
said after finishing his climb.

VOLUNTEER: Madison students serve as mentors for local children
VOLUNTEER, Iron hint
of children in our community
through one-on-one mentoring and
to form long-lasting relationships.
Nussbaum said.
By 2010, the agency hopes to
increase its impact, by serving 1,000
children annually.
The
mentoring
program
of
Big Brothers Big Sisters foctlMI
on
prevention.
According
to
Nussbaum, youth in the program
show improvements in ac.ulrinii
performance, attendance at school
and are less likely to become Involved
in gangs and use drugs.
Currently
most
mentors

o

participate in the community-based
program or the school mentoring
program, which gives mentors the
opportunity to meet with I child
one -on-one. Participation in the
community-based program allows the
Big Little pair to spend two to three
hours together in the community
doing anything from playing sports to
rending books to baking cookies. For
one hour per week, Big-Little matches
in the School Mentoring program
\i>it each other at school, spending
half the time on academic activities
and the other half on relationshipbuilding activities, such as eating
lunch or playing computer games.

Recently, the local agency received
a $600,000 federal grant from the
U.S. Department of Education lofund
the newest program "Amp it Up,"
according to Nussbaum. "Amp It Up"
is a school-based mentoring program,
that allows mentoring in the school
setting and encourages academic
enrichment activities outside of the
classroom as well.
Maskell volunteers in the School
Mentoring Program.
"Every time I go I try to do
different things," he said. "You can
tell [Bradley) appreciates every little
thing, whether it be kicking a MXSOH
hall, launching a rocket or playing

dominos."
Tammy Shearer, a fourth-grade
teacher at Plains Elementary, said sin
has witnessed the positive impact of
the organization on her students.
"These children glow," she said.
They also become much more
academically focused. They feel like
there's that positive adult role model
in their life, someone they can count
on and who they can trust."
Maskell has known Bradley for
approximately one year and said
Bradley did not have a strong, older,
male figure in his life. Maskell said
that as a mentor he strives to emulate
his own older, biological brother. He

explained that the Big Brother Big
Sister organization enables him to
leave the same positive impact that
his older brother left on him
According to Nussbaum, many
of the agency's mentors learn about
Big Brothers Big Sisters through
programs such as JMU's CommunityService Learning.
"Without the students that work
in the non-profit organizations in the
community, a lot of the organizations
would not be able to exist," said
Walt Ohant, assosciate director of
community service learning. "JMU
students bring energy, creativity,
and skills.-
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to take place Sunday
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NOLA: "Interacting with the people they
were working for was rewarding"
WLA. from front

Hroughman said that the volunteers' safety was the top concern
at any worksite. The National Relief Network had to approve the
building to be structurally sound before they began working on it.
When the volunteers found a room of vaccines in the health building.
Hroughman immediately removed his group from the area as a
precaution. All volunteers were required to get a tetanus shot, wear
Ihuk-soled boots, leather gloves, eye protection, long pants and a
mask.
On Thursday, the volunteers served Thanksgiving Dinner to
community members at Slidell in St. Bernard's Parish. They helped
carve turkeys, serve dinners and interact with the community
m.'iulHTs who came for the free meal.

"At one point I looked out and every single JMU student was
either serving food or having a conversation with a resident, slid,
said. "It was beautiful. They were sitting around talking about what
their city was like, what it was going to be like and what they had
been through."
Gaven said interacting with the people they were working for was
rewarding.
"(It was] really special to make that kind of human connection to
the people we were working for," Gaven said.
Slade said the emotional connection for the students is huge. She
said they were enlightened academically, intellectually and socially.
"At reflections they were moved to tears talking about the stories,"
Slade said.
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HIRING FOR SKI SEASON

2007/2008
December through March

Massanutten Resort

Now taking applications for Lift Attendants, Tubing Park
Attendants,
Rental
Shop
Attendants.
Kxpenenccd
Ski/Snowboard Repair Techs, Instructors, Snowmakcrs,
Cashiers, Retail Associates and Telephone Operators. Hiring
for day. night, full-time, part-time and weekends.

SKI FREE
FREE Mid-week & night skiing, rental equipment and
lessons with a 20 hour per week work schedule.
Stop by the Ski Office M-F. 9:00am - 4:30pm
to fill out an application or apply online at

CRUTCHFIELD

www.massresorljobs.com
For More Information:
_A_

289-4954
OR

800-207-MASS

Sat., Dec. 1, 9AM-8PM
Save 10-50 Saturday Dec. 1 only
Come in for your holiday fortune cookie.

Piz/.a • Pasta • Subs

It will grant you a discount of 10-50%.

NOW OFFERING!

One per customer. Some restrictions apply. See store for details

• New line of delicious salads
• Greek
• Francos Special
• Caesar
MONDAY:
• Garden
16" Cheese
• Salad Caprese Large
and a 2-liter Coke
•Chef
$8.99

CRUTCHFIELD
Clwerteaf Shopping Cento, 109 S. Canton St ■ (540) 434-1000

10S00 PM-LfcOO PM FREE COFFEE REFILLS WTOI INITIAL PURCHASE
__i

•nt
St-

25 Pa#e<Pa
upi
Coffee'

Stati1-

t^cti
Monoio.:

Eipreuo-

Late' Mighty
Caffeines

Koadi*^

Clan, bJOCA\
•uyh-Vraft
Spraadifaceth

Q'uftIdea*

OfficesHoun
Chocolate*

Strewed/

Our ThoughtyErUiCtiy.

m

Harrisonburji Crossing,
jiross Irom tru \\ \L MAK'I

540-564-0105

500,000
BARGAIN BOOKS

Green Valley

BOOK
F Al R

■GREEtfBKRRVS

OPEN
TODAY

*

Greenbenys Hanisonburg
Exam Week 2007
December 9th-13th
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT!
More> Caffeine,!
Mafn ,

Ejd
Hvnori

eUZ

Study cj / -Ou.pl
Ca4e*Sti/
Free-Wis-Fi/

400 S. High Street

lileialuie • Poetry • Drama • General
Fiction • Science Fiction • American I
World History • Religion • Health C
Sell-Help • mask History • Science

thru December 9th

• Nature I Outdoors • Pit Guides
• Cooking • Gardening • Business •

from 9AM to 7PM daily

Audio Books • Travel • Dictionaries •
Plus over 1,000 DiHerent Children's
Book Titles

Only 15 Minutes from JMU
tatLont
%'HMXsK

M)ou ruth*
I ntarview
Projects HotvyU^uc-i
JournoshEntriei
Musics

Over 60 Different Categories
including...

200H

U ndecia

One»toore'TLme>
Teas
25 Pa^e-Paper Hypothecs

TUESDAY:
Large 16"
1-topping pizza
$8.99

Jour nod

Enayh
AdA/ttott

rirrooJtmcntj

• Quick pick-up
when you call!

Late-SJUfhti

Drive-Thru Service Avaikbk!

Green Valley Book Fair
2192 Green Valley In
Ml Crawford, VA 22841
800-385-0099

www.gvbookfair.com

located only IS minutes south of Mil.
lki 181 south to hit 240; lutn east on
Rd 68? & follow the signs.

t
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Out of the Dark | ANNA YOUNG, op.nm.wiw

Breeze Perspectives |

RACHEL CHEMERYNSKI,mtom*m

Obama's blunt past Oh, come, all ye stressful
Senator speaks out on history with drugs to students,
confronted with criticisms about being too honest

V

But things from the past are part of
Democratic presidential candidate
Barack Obama seems to be the new Bill
who you are and have probably shaped
Clinton. Only Obama is more honest
who you are now. Obama realizes that
than our beloved 42nd president - a little it's better to throw things into the open
too honest, according to Mitt Romney.
when enjoying the limelight than the
The Republican rival thinks Oh.im.i's
public finding out about it in other ways.
statements made during a recent speech
Let's be realistic. Last year, a survey
to high school students regarding his
conducted by Monitoring the Future
past drug use were a bit too truthful, acconcluded that a little more than 42
cording to CNN.
percent of high school seniors reported
Obama told the high schoolers that
lifetime, or regular, use of marijuana.
while he was in high school, he exThis shows that drug use in high schools
perimented with drugs and alcohol, but
and elsewhere is a very real issue that
once he got to college, he realized drugs
involves a lot of young people.
weren't worth it.
So what's wrong with an adult levelNot only did Obama connect with
ing with a handful of young people about
this audience of teens and young adults
such an important issue? Instead of givby honestly admitting his drug activity
ing us excuses like Clinton, or completely
when he was their
ignoring the quesage, but he also
tions like Bush,
U
stressed to the
~ Obama was about
students that he
as truthful as he
has since cleaned
Most if any of the students could be regarding
up his act, and
his past with drugs.
he spoke to couldn't even
that he rose above
Forty-five
those activities to
of Amerivote, and he was still honest percent
become a successcans would be less
ful lawyer, senator with them.
likely to support a
and now presicandidate for presidential candidate.
who had used
>9 dent
drugs, according
Most if any of the
students he spoke
to a 2007 Pew Research poll. Well,
to couldn't even
vote, and he was still honest with than.
welcome to the other 55 percent. I say if
Romney is quoted in the CNN article
candidates dare to divulge the public in
as saying, "I think in order to leave the
their past-even if it does involve hangbest possible example for our kids, we're
ing around Mary Jane—it's better than
probably wisest not to talk about our
trying to hide part of who a candidate is
or
was. The best candidate is the most
own indiscretions in great detail." Great
philosophy, Romney—but you won't be
honest one, not the one who tries to
prove they're the best goody-two-shoes.
getting my vote, because how do I know
This is so much more than Obama
you're not keeping things from us?
A lot of public officials get in trouble
saying he smoked some reefer when he
when they "forget" or omit certain facts
was younger. This is about a candidate adabout their pasts or personalities that
mitting he's no better than the rest of the
seem to surface while their in office and
public, and that he faces the same issues
bite them in the behind. When Clinton
that are part of the average public's lives.
Maybe more candidates should show
was confronted with the question of
us the person behind the platforms and
whether he ever did drugs, he stamagendas, and should reveal their personmered through a confession, saying he
didn't like doing drugs and he didn't
alities just as flagrantly as their opposition to the other party. Maybe more
even inhale. Even during his office as
governor of Texas, good ol' George Bush
candidates should be like Obama.
admitted that things he did in his past
Anna Young is a sophomore SMAD
were not relevant to the here-and-now.
and sociology major.

Submit Darts cV Pars online at thebreeze.org.
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously ar.d are printed
on a space-available basis. Submissions are based upon one
person's opinion of a given situation, person or event, and
do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Here are some simple solutions to relieve seasonal strain
It seems like yesterday you were lying on the
beach sunbathing with
friends and you've just
barely finished digesting
the annual Thanksgiving
feast, but believe it or not,
it's already the beginning
of the winter holiday season. A warm joyous feeling penetrates the frosty
air as people with glowing
smiles stride down the
sidewalks.
Suddenly, it is the time
of year famous for hot
chocolate with marsh ma I lows, ABC Family's "25
Days of Christmas," the
first snow of the season
and confessing love. At
last, it is acceptable to
take out our "Christmas
Cookie"-scented Yankee
Candle and festive lights
that have been buried
deep within the closet for
the past year. And it is
finally OK to eat way too
many homemade chocolate-chip cookies (and lick
the bowl, too), sing your
favorite holiday tunes
over and over at the top of
your lungs and wear those
ridiculous snowman socks
your mom bought you.
Unfortunately, along
with the holiday bliss
also comes an enormous
burden of stress for most
students. We are all busy
trying to find the "perfect'' gift for Dad, working on maintaining good
relationships with friends,
family and significant
others, on top of spending
weeks studying for final
exams.
With all these commitments, it's no wonder
students' stress levels
reach an all-time high this time of year. Rather than sing- surely alleviate some of the hassle and find it much easier
to manage your days.
ing Christmas carols and being merry, many of us may
Most importantly, everyone needs to remember to
feel like life is a complete disaster and are tempted to lock
ourselves in our rooms and just scream.
take a deep breath and relax a little during the holiday
However, there are definitely much more rational,
season. Running around frantically complaining about
beneficial ways to handle these winter blues. First of all,
the endless work you have or escaping to your room and
exercise is a great way to release the pressures built up
sobbing isn't going to get you anywhere but in a bad
from the day. By making a few trips to UREC every week,
mood. Instead, try taking a break by putting on some
you will feel relieved and much better about yourself. 1
comfortable pajamas, making some hot cocoa and doing
know my friends would not want to come close to me on
absolutely nothing for an hour or two.
a day I haven't worked out because I'd resemble mean old
While it may seem contradictory, this will enable you
Mr. Scrooge. 1 use exercise as a way to release tension,
to clear your mind and get back to business when you're
ultimately making me happier.
ready. Also, many find it helpful to unwind by listening
People who don't enjoy working out have many alterto soothing music or watching a favorite TV show. Little
natate options as well. Focusing on time management is
things like this can calm you down, instantly boosting
one of the top strategies for relieving stress. After many
your mood and invigorating your mind and body.
years, I've learned that planning out the day ahead of time
Overall, it's important not to allow ourselves to get
by making to-do lists can help keep stress at a minimum.
wrapped up in all of the holiday trauma that life throws
While I've always been teased by friends for keeping a
ll us Instead, we should simply take I moment to look
plethora of lists everywhere I go, it actually helps bleak
around at all the wonderful things we have to be thankful
down those tedious obligations tliat can add up.
for this year. After all, isn't peace, love ind i"\ what this
The lists can include anything, from grocery shopping season is all about?
to projects due in the near future. By doing this, you will
Rachel Chemerynski is a junior SMAD major.

BXTTLG OF THE SiXiS
A "you-played-your- hearts-out" pat
to the Dukes for putting up one of their
toughest tights against Appalachian
State.
From a band member who is
proud to be called a Duke after the effort on Saturday.

A "kid-games-a re-awesome" pat to
my housemates who made staying at
school up until break worth it with a
game of hide-and-go-seek.
From one of your housemates who
is very thankful for you and the way
you always make me laugh.

A "thanks-for-ASU's-early-Christ1111-" dart to the JMU coaching staff for
handing over the playoff game giftwrapped with a bow.
From a bitter attendee who can
think of a few gifts she would like to
give you.

A "cool-your-jets,-dude" dart to my
flail Director who is constantly asking
where 1 am and what I am doing when
1 don't have to be in the hall.
From a staff member who doesn't
mind you, but minds the constant
check-ups and hovering.

A "way-to-kick-it-old-school" pat to
whoever is riding the same l>yno bike 1
had in fifth grade and parked it outside
of Harrison Hall on Tuesday.
From a kid at heart who wonders
if you want to go take it off of some
sweet jumps during recess.

A "now-l've-seen-everything" dart
to the row of girls chatting on their
cell phones while working out on the
ellipticals at UREC.
From an annoyed sophomore who
prefers to hear the steady drone of the
machines rather than mindless gossip.

A "JMU-football-is-more-important-than-poultry" dart to The Breeze
for its lack of front-page coverage of
the biggest news on campus this past
weekend.
From a disappointed alumnus who
thinks JMU's game against Appalachian State is more interesting than
the newspaper's story on chickens.

A " thanks-for-wasting-all-thatfood" dart to the rude Mrs. Greens
manager who took away my full, uneaten carry-out box because I sat down
with my friends to talk.
From a hungry sophomore who
was forced to beg all of her neighbors for food because she ran out of
punches for the week.

A "you're-now-on-the-naughty list"
dart to the Black Friday shopper who
decided not to leave a note when he or
she hit my fender.
From a broke sophomore who
doesn 't want to pay for someone else's
mistake this holiday season.

A "thanks-for-leaving-me-out-inthe-cold" dart to Affordable Towing for
snatching my car from Sunchase.
From a bitter sophomore who feels
that you should change your name
after charging him $155 to get his car
back.

When is it appropriate for couples to start having sex?
DAVIT) .^gat^*"" *'<xx*' water, sleep, air, sex. Wei
! el know we need sex to secure the
tature of humankind, but when is
the right time to take a relationship
(ontti bull rig writer
l&thc next step and make the lieast
with two backs?
this question, I've found that there are
hools of thought. The first being that the
Hme time for the bed boogie, the second
bple should wait until marriage before
Sand the third school of thought, which
p in the middle, teaches thai two people
shouldn't explore the sensual art of carnal gymnastics
until they are both comfortable with each other and have
had time to grow close, which could take one week or one
year—maybe longer.
During the 1960s, sexual revolution hippies, in
between needlepoint groups and chocolate chip cookie
bake off s. decided that their parents' old rules of monogamy and abstinence no longer applied in their modern
age of microwave ovens and automatic telephone-answering machines, choosing free love instead. They may have
been smelly, but these gentle hippies changed the way we
Americans view relationships and sex.
What do bears, elephants, turtles and humans have
in common? They all dance the matrimonial polka. If
humans were not able to do the five knuckle shuffle, then
our species would die out. So does this mean that sex is
the most important thing in the world? Some would argue
yes, and I would say that they are probably correct. To
flop in the hay is to take part in the most natural act there
is and so there should be no shame or embarrassment in
it. Humans have evolved past our primate ancestors to
become the sex machines we are today. It means that to
deny our desires to enjoy a four-legged frolic is to deny the
very thing that makes us human
Doing the horizontal hustle can be an experience that
joins two people on a deep level and takes them to a calm,
worry-free cloud of ecstasy. There is nothing more pure,
raw, powerful and beautiful than sex and couples who feel
they're ready to take their relationship to a more prof >und
level should experience it as frequently as possible. So ask
yourself, even though all the cool kids at the local arcade
practice abstinence, is sex really worth not having?
David Hazel is a junior computer science major.

HAZEL,

f AD A U

Most <>f us know sex is splendid, and it s human nature for all
us
TPAf H
"^ '" l','^'r'' ''• However, do we
I CHIN,
K truly comprehend the utter inteneontributing writer
sitv that is a by-product of the act
n| iox7 I would venture to say that
the majority Of us ha\e no clue.
bi caking out the S" word should mean treading on
sacred soil. S«r. at rts peak in intimacy and fulfillment,
is an act shared between two persons who care deeply
for one other, regardless of gender, color or religion.
But countless people, especially college students,
do not view sex as something to be revered. "Sex is
•U is MX.' explains the world, without regard to the
depth of oneness that is experienced through two
people having sex. An acquaintance once told me, "It's
skin against skin. You can t put sex on a pedestal." I
disagreed heatedl\ Sea is soul against loul, not something to be given out unrest m <ll\
Because of this boundary.' believe couples that
actually desire 1 future together should ideally wait
a very long time before they begin having sex. At the
ven least the) should wait until the) arc steadfast
in that they are in lo\e with each other. Commitment
ought to be a prerequisite for sex, not a post coital
possihilih Having sex too soon in a relationship can
stunt its growth by causing the partners' focus to devi
ate from the inner MrtOIII thcniM Kes and concentrate
on the lascivious desires of the flesh.
Newsflash to collegians: there are actually alternatives to getting to know someone via getting acquainted with their genitals. Most people that choose
abstinence until marriage do so for religious reasons
Although I am neither religious nor practicing abstinence. 1 do not consider this idea of abstinence to be
so dreadful. A partner ne\er has to wonder if he 01 she
is just iH'ing 11 u
S IDs are likely not an issue
When pregnant \ occurs uithin the fold of marriage, it
makes for less of an "ohnowhatarewegonnado?!" situation because it is usually celebrated
Sex is sex. and sex is spectacular II you want to
have the most electrifying and fultilling MX life imaginable, I suggest \ou enjoy it within the freedom of a
caring, committed relationship.
Sarah Teach is a sophomore dietetics major.
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Letters to the Editor

Hditorial Policies

Turkeys are not thankful this season
This is a response to the article "Talking
turkey" that was printed in the Nov. 19 issue of
The Breeze.
It is nice to see students working to reduce
animal suffering by discovering the origin of
widespread bacteria in commercially-grown
turkeys. However, to say that these animals
have anything to be thankful for is to ignore
the immense amount of cruelty that they
already face on their way down the slaughter
line.
Because birds, including both chickens and
turkeys, .in- exempt Mum the only lau that
regulates how animals killed for food should be
slaughtered, they regularly face levels of abuse
that would warrant felony cruelty charges if
they were inflicted upon dogs or cats.
These gentle animals routinely have [heir

H

winp and legs broken, their throats slit wfafll
st ill fully conscious, and many are even scalded
alive in feather removal tanks.
While it is nice to hear that these animals will
not be under the weather with a disease when
they're slaughtered, this hardh MOMttttat
their lives are anything less than miserable from
Mart to finish.
If we really want to give the birds something to be thankful for. choose on,- of the many
vegetarian and vegan alternatives to turke\ this
holiday season.
If readers are interested in Bailing DOM
information on the industrial turkey industry,
and to check out free vegetarian recipes. th< y can
visit 11ww.peta2.com.

Responses to all opinions published in
The Breeze are welcomed and encouraged. Letters should be no longer than
250 words, must include a name, academic year, major and phone number
for verification and can be e-mailed to
breezeopinion@gmail.eom or mailed to
MSC 6805 Gi, Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions for length
and grammatical style.

Boston Beanery
Kvan Muting
PETA College Campaign Coordinator

RKSIAI RAM »
t\ IV. tr'.KN
till tin BottOH flavor down foul,

IMPORTANT: Access to
Webmail. Blackboard and
other applications will only
remain active for 60* days
after graduation.
'Actual dnattm M. * 60 days aflat your
,i.yi,T.-, - •. - .,.-,./,„,. ma lajtaa
For more information contact the
JMU Computing HelpDesk at
540-568-3555
or check the self help web site at
vwww imu edu/computino/
helpdesk/selfhGlp/oid shtml

Information Technology
James Madison University

Every Tuesday...
Mention this ad & receive...

5.

Save your friends' and references'
o~mail addresses then send them to
your new e-mail address

wi,h

"* °'her Promo,ion-

1625 East Market St.
Harrisonburg. VA 22801
540.433. XaVTVtf)

ATTENTION FRESHMEN!1
You too Can have a Car at School

Set forwarding in thai Accounts
Portal to deliver new e-mail to your
new ISP e-mail account login to
accounts jmu.edu. dick Directory
Information/E-mail Forwarding type
in your new e-mail address, then
click Submit Changes You can
change your forwarding e-mail
address at any time Forwarding will
continue indefinitely
Change mailing Hat (Uatserv)
subscriptions to use your new email address

°'valid

Mon - Ihurs until 12 .i.m.
In - Sat until 1 a.m.
Sun. until 11 p.m.

Forward Important e-mail
mesaagea that you want to keep
from your JMU Webmail account to
your new e-mail address Your e-mail
will only be available for 60" days
after graduation

4.

N

Open Late for You!

TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-MAIL NEEDS:
1 ■ Setup a new e-mail account with an
Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a
free service provider, such as Gmail
or Yahoo before graduation

3.

The house editorial n'fiech ihv opinum of the editorial
board as a whole, ad is not necessarily the opinion of
any individual staffmetneher o/The Breeze

From 4 p.m. - Close with JAC card

##

2.

The opinions in thi\ section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper this staff or
James Madison University.

1 /2 OFF ALL APPETIZERS

GRADUATING?

CONGRATULATIONS!
Information Technology wants
you to know that your JMU e-ID
and associated password will
allow ongoing access to ecampus (or certain functions
such as transcripts as long as
you keep your password current
Please set an e-mail forwarding
address through the Accounts
Portal (accounts jmu.edu) now to
receive ongoing e-ID password
change notifications and e-mail
sent to your @jmu.edu address
(see section at right: "Take Care
of Your E-mail Needs")

hditorial Board:
Mary Frances Czarsty. editor in chief
K\an I >>son. managing editor
Anna Young, opinion editor

No More Long Buses
No More Waiting on Your Parents
No More Bumming Rides
Get Home When YOU Want!

$350 designated parking
spot for the semester
(January- May)
(August- December) j

TAKE CARE OF YOUR E CAMPUS NEEDS:
1. Ensure your mailing addresses are
current
2. Ensure your telephone numbers are
current

540-746-3562

Safe, Secure, L'\X, LocVed
parkiny lot off UotVV\ Warn
On JNAU busUrve f tou\

^.

GodWtn

Secure a spot now for $t7S deposit
Pay for spiing semester up front
Spot must be reserved by Decembet
15th for spring semeslet

Only 32 Spots Left!

semesterpark@yahoo.com

Grant Your Dad's Christmas Wish!
Authorized Retail Dealer

"Give the Perfect Gift your Dad will use!" A gift certificate from Sears!

Wide-screen TVs, Tools, Appliances,
Lawn Care, Electronics, Fitness
Equipment, Grills, Microwaves and More!
We Sell Craftsman, Kenmore, Sony,
NordicTrack, Hitachi and more!

JMU STUDENTS
Give your Dad the gift of a wide
screen TV. Sears gift certificates
NEVER expire and can be used at
any Sears!

4tt
m
The New
HARRISONBURG

SEARS
Under New
Ownership
Visit Sears in Harnsonburg at
Cloverleaf Shopping Center,
located behind Shoney's. in the
old Ski and Skate building

ars
Sears
,„
_ ?£
51 J Burgess Road Harrisonburg, Va 22801
Roger Engel - Owner
c,

Monday - Friday 9:00am to 7:00pm
Saturday 9:00am - 6:00pm
Sunday 12:00 - 5:00pm

.■itor: Tim Chapman
ttsistanl Edilar: Matthew McGovern
iporls@thebraeze.arg
540) 568-6709

www.thebreeze.org
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3| burning loss into Life:
A Pierre Curtis Story
guard grapples with the
loss and memories of family
rnmaunuN
As the starting lineup boomed over the
public address system at the JMU Convocation Center, the Dukes' second-year
starting point guard waited patiently for
his name and number to be called.
It was the season opener against Siena
College and the wide-eyed, 20-year-old
bowed his head ,1- Ins heart pounded in
anticipation for the start of 2007-08 season.
Finally PA. announcer Jack Cavana-.
ugh made the announcement.
"Sophomore point guard, number 51,
Pierre Curtissss!"
Curtis bounded off the bench, slapEing fives with his teammates as he made
is way through the makeshift tunnel
of reserves and cheerleaders. With the
emotions of a tumultuous year racing
through his mind all he could do was let
out a scream to suppress the tears; tears
stemming from three deaths in his
family in just six months.
in April, Curtis lost his
paternal grandfather
Jimmy
Bailey,
77, to natural
causes.
The
co n n e c lion was a
deep one,
as
Pierre
stayed
close with
his
grandfather despite
having a nearly estranged relationship
with his own father,
Bailey's son..

In September, devastation struck two
more times on consecutive days. On Sept.
7, Pierre's mother, Carolyn Curtis Rice, 51,
died of complications from her dialysis
treatment which led to heart failure.
The following day Curtis was notified
that his cousin and god-brother, Donnell
Easterling, 27. died in a car accident as he
was rushing home from Wisconsin to be
with the family because of his Aunt Carolyn's death.
Just two weeks into his third college
semester, Pierre was at rock bottom.
Curtis and the basketball team had
returned from a successful August trip to
Spain and the program looked as promising as it had in a decade.
The spindly Denver
native returned as a
reigning member

Washington Redskins safety Scan Taylor, 24, died Tuesday morning of a gunshot wound suffered around 1:4s a.m. Monday by an
intruder to his Florida home. Taylor, 1 fourth-year player from the
University of Miami, is survived by bis parents and iK^month old
daughter. Jackie.
"I just feel really awful for his family." freshman Lauren Fauteux
said Tuesday. "It was just really surprising. I guess he got shot in (be
leg first and I just didn't expect him to just die. It's really upsetting
the fact that he has a little daughter."
Burgandy and gold Redskins gear in honor of Taylor dotted campus
Tuesday and Wednesday.
"I was just shocked," freshman Matt llcintz said while wearing a
Taylor jersey. "I didn't believe it at first It's a big loss for the team
and his family."

Under Review
MATTHEW MCGOVEIN, osiislonl iport, tdnoi

Costly turnovers become the
story of a squandered season
BY MATTHEW MCGOflW
oswttnl iporft tAtot

CWGHUTy*/^.^opU
Stniof forward Tonwo Young (left) i* avwogmg 20 points per
gome and hos led the Dubs in storing in three of their five gomes.

James Madison senior forward
Tamera Young scored 20 points ,iml
freshman point guard Dawn Evans
added 19 as the women's basketball
team defeated No. 16 George Washington 80-55, continuing to silence
any talk of a "rebuilding" year.
Madison (5-0) last beat a ranked
opponent March .6,1991 at No 1 Henn
State in the second round of the NCAA
tournament. Coach Kenny Brooks was
a senior on the JMU men's basketball
team that year.
"To beat a nationally-ranked team
— I think it gives us some recognition," Brooks said. "It's something we
haven't done before in my tenure. I
don't know if it was more let's go out
and beat a nationally ranked team' or
'let's go out and protect our homecourt winning streak.'"
JMU more than doubled George
Washington's rebound total Tuesday
night as the Dukes extended their
home winning streak to 29 games,
the longest active streak in Division I
women's basketball. JMU grabbed 53
rebounds and GW (5-2) had only 26.

as Young led the Dukes with 14.
"I think we're always gonna be
a really good rebounding basketl>alI
learn, which I thought was a big key
for tonight," Brooks said. "I think
we're starting to mold our identity,
and we're starting to mold it around
defense and effort."
JMU focused on playing at a fast
tempo and pushed the ball for fast
breaks to negate the size advantage
the Colonials had. But the GW frontcourt of twins Jessica and Jazinine
Adair still shot a combined io-of-19,
wink- Jessica went 710 from the free
throw line.
"In the second half we got the pace
down to where we wanted, we started
to get the ball inside to our big kids,"
GW coach Joe McKeown said. "I felt
like we were starting to gel control of
the game and then they lunged home
a couple shots and they got on the offensive glass."
JMU 6-foot-2 senior forward Jennifer Brown handled much of the
guarding duties of 6-4 Jessica and 6;j Jazmine, and Brown's 11 rebounds
were second-best on the team.
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Brooks' team erasing 'rebuilding' talk

1 < i.\ $ #8USC

JMU students react

of the Colonial Athletic Association AllRookie team, and his second season was
just two months away.
But basketball and school quickly became afterthoughts, wiped clean by the
despair of losing the woman who raised
him alone and the cousin who shared in
those character-building years.
Fast-forward two months to Madison's
first game of the year. After 40 minutes of
an emotion-filled 100-88 JMU win, the
box score had Curtis down for 16 points on
7-for-Q shooting in 19 minutes.
How could he play so well in his first
game after all of this? He couldn't even go

phi* Annum b»

• - I.M \s #14 TttUM
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For a second straight year, after ii forged a lead of more than seven
points, the James Madison fixitball learn appeared polled In win its
first round playoff game. Appalachian Stale kicker Julian Ranch made
1 Held goal in the fourth quarter to cut the lead to five, bat alier the ensuing kickoff a methodical JMU offense gol Ihe hall bad; with less than
li\e minutes remaining.
Madison coach Mickey Uattbewa teated one Saturday on JMU'- Ii
Ml CWOdrives, and aggressive pUyealhhg resulted in Mountaineer fans
dancing in trout of tha JMU Nation alter the game
Matthews expresse<l remorse ,ihoiu Ins final decision to run the ball
with 25 seconds left instead of kicking the 26-yard field goal, hut stood
In his el,■ -ision to go for il on tourth-and-i at JlflJ'l 32-yard one with
-' ntinutes. ;,2 seconds left. With the offensive line dominating the line
11I seriinmage. .IMl' was perte, t mi fourth-down comoisions until its
fifth try.
The Dukes had a 27-22 lead late in the fourth quarter and their
failed attempt on fourth down banded AM' the hall deep in JMU territory. The Mountaineers 1.ipitah/,,| whcnqiiartcihack Artii.iiiti Edwardi
ntshed for his third touchdown of (he game, giving Appalachian State a
28-27 lead and ultitnaieK the win.
Fxlwards accounted lor three ot the Mountaineers foui touchdowns
as the two-time defending national i hanipionss.ih.iged,1 tii-t-nniiid win
in the Football Championship 9abdiViaion(fonneri) I AA) playoffs
JMU was the last team to win the national
^gsesjnw
championship before Appalachian Slate, bm tans
jfl
|^k
aie probably asking another question now: When
^a
will JMU hold onto a lourtlrqii.irlei lead in the

Sna *PT

l.i-t ran 1 tailed JMU quarterback sneak on
fourth down gave Youngstown Stale its sin it .it .1
comeback, and YSU scored 1-, unanswered |xiinls
in Ihe fourth quarter to • nd IM Is season
^b^^.
At Appalachian State, a late tumnver s|Kiiled
^k
I a JMU iiimelnck once again as the Mountaineers
^fVsTi^Nl"^^^^ recovered i Madison fumble at the AM' 1,1 \ard
MlbUVtKN
|n„. Mim M Se,,„iil. left. JMU redshirl Ireshinan
tailback Jam.il Sullivan fumbled
I undue] rush, and Ihe Dukes were left In wonder If the) should h.ne gone
for a field goal instead
Saturday's game underlined the il
'tiioi l.iillia, k Kugctic
Mollonian, a preseason All I AA first team selection llollnmans season ending arthroscopic uifei) forced JMU to Initiate rrcahman running backs throughout the year
Redstart freshman tailback drift Yancc\ emerged as Madison s top
rushing threat in Holloman s absence a. Vanee\ ran fol SOS raids in
the Dukes last three regulai season games, lie in-h, d (01 !\ udsalld
a touchdown on 17 carries against \sl but left Hie game \MIII a knee
injury in the third quarter.
When Vaneev hobbled oil the field with just over live minutes left 111
III, period, the Dukes tinned to Sullivan. He rushed lm t 1 aids and a
touehdown. and 11 ot his u carries came after Yance] left the game.
Matthews rcilcrat.-d the magnitude ol llolloman's absence after
shaky wins over Northeastern and Rhode Island, and the coach's concern toretold the fumbles that ultimatcK cost Madison two "ins IVmlte dominating mshing paribrmsnees wjthont HoUoman.JMU'ainea
perienca m the bacMeld was glaring In late game tundile. it Delaware
anil \|»|»alachian Slate
JMU senior taillniek Antoinne llolton raabed lm onh; J-| yards on six
Carries against the Mountaini-en. but linishisl the season with nj- mshing
yards. While Madison loses llolton lo graduation next year. Holloman received a ini-dieal-redsliirl this \ear and will return lot the Dukes in 2008.
With Yaneey establishing hiinsell during Madison s last four games
and Holloman returning next Waaon, the Dukes will li.oea nlid base
lo complement Landers skills, t onsidei that all live slatting offensive
linemen also return for JMU. and the option ottense promises lo be
even more potent than il was this year.
And il the Dukes can .n.nd the late game turnovers that plagued
them this season, 2008 looks like il could he the tear Madison adt ances
to the second round of the Football t'hampionship Subdivision
for
marly I-AA
playoffs for Ihe first lime since 2004.
^Hl
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CURTIS: 'On the bottom part of the shoes it says
R.I.P. Mama and C.C., which was her nickname'
CURTIS from ^og« 7
through his pregame routine of
dialing his mom. whom he still
considers his best friend. For the
first time in his life, Curtis took
the court without her words of encouragement ringing in his ears.
"After the game it was hard."
Curtis said the following week.
"I cried for the simple fact that I
couldn't call her and tell her how 1
was and hear her excited voice,"
With a few reminders scrawled
on his Nike game shoes, Curtis
was able to feel like she was right
there with him on the court. He
also switched from jersey number
5 to 51, his mother's age.
"On the botton part of the
shoes it says R.I.P. Mama and
then above it, it says C.C., which
was her nickname," Curtis explained while sitting in the
empty, cavernous Convocation
Center following a Tuesday practice. "It says BF [Best Friend]
Forever underneath. Then on the
other side is the initials DD. for
my cousin Donnell. that was his
mckname."
The shoes also say '• 5' because Carolyn was the fifth child
in her family
But it took more than just a
sharpie to etch into his mind who
he was plaxing for and why. For
that a look into his past and his
modest beginnings in the Chiiburbs begins to paint the
picture.

The Early Years
Pierre Jarrell Curtis was born on
Ian 29. 198^ at Michael Reese
I lospital in Chicago. He was born

the first and only son of Carolyn
Curtis Rice and the only brother
to three older sisters. Princine
Williams, 25; Ryan Rice, 28;
and Shaun Moody, 34.
For the first 10 years of his life
Curtis grew up in the Chicago area
community of Riverdale under
the guidance of his mother and
grandmother Norma Curtis. With
kidney and heart problems, on
top of diabetes and other personal
reasons, Carolyn moved to Denver
when Pierre was 10-years old.
His sisters, Princine and
Ryan, also lived in the single-family home on the southwest side of
the city in what Ryan described
as a "family atmosphere."
"(Pierre] actually got a chance
to grow up in a better part [of
Chicago]," Ryan said in a phone
interview from Chicago. "He got
a chance to experience the good
partofbeingakid."
Although Carolyn wasn't always in their physical presence
she kept keen eyes and sharp
ears on her children and visited
Chicago as often as she could.
" Pierre was always under the
guidance of my mother," Ryan
said. "She did not play games.
Everyone had to bring home the
grades to get the rewards. She
made it a point to always tell us
how she felt."
But like many young kids,
the elementary-aged Pierre
was wily and sometimes found
himself in trouble. He needed a
motherly guidance especially as
his grandmother grew ill.
Installment tivo of the three part
series will run Monday. Dec. 3

RESTAURANT

WOMEN: Basketball gets
win over ranked G.W.
■Madison is really quick to the ball." McKeown said. "If teams
are going to beat them, you're going to have to keep them off the
glass."
Brown tied her season high with 16 points on 4-6 shooting.
She shot 8-9 from the free-throw line in a game where JMU shot
17-27 from the line.
"We have a chip on our shoulder," Brown said. "Every game
we go out and we feel like we have to prove ourselves every time.
It doesn't matter how big the opponent, or anything like that."
Madison led 37-26 at halftime, and only let the Colonials
get within seven points before extending their lead. Evans made
four of six 3-point attempts and continued solid play after being
named Colonial Athletic Association Rookie of the Week on Nov.
19McKeown offered praise and said, "Their point guard this year
impressed me - the freshman. She plays with a lot of poise."
Madison plays Savannah State (2-1) on Friday at the JMU
Convocation Center. The Dukes won 77-48 in last year's contest,
also played in Harrisonburg.

CAA Standings
Team
James Madison
I'M Wilmington
Va. Commonwealth
Old Dominion
Towson
George Mason
Hofstra
Northeastern
William & Mary
Georgia State

Drotl
Delaware

WVUSONWIRlDI/ftpMo
JMU wphomm rwr. f IKIK no Impr won No 5; opting for 51 m honor of his ink) note

The Home of
Homestyle
196 Burgess Rd., Harrisonburg, VA

540-574-4666

Kevin Griffith, General Manager

OPEN DAILY from 6a.m. to 10p.m.
A SMOKE FREE ENVIRONMENT
CARRY OUT
AVAILABLE
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Overall Record

5-0
5-0
4-0
4-2
2-1
3-2
2-2
2-2
2-3
a-4
1-4
1-5
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DJ MASKELL BY THE
NUMBERS
25,455 songs in archive
12,000 dollars invested in equipment
5,100 hours DJIng
4,200 watts of power in sound system
475 shows on FM radio.
375 shows on Web broadcast
250 productions as technical director
125 house parties
95 random gigs
79 events In eight different dubs
66 fraternity/soronty semi-formals
48 special events with 100+ people
25 dubs promoted
22 kids/teen parlies
21 events for people over 40
16 corporate events
9 proms/homecomings
8 weddings
7 Sweet 16 parties
6 large outdoor music festivals
6 emergency party takeovers
5 fashion shows
2 emergency party takeovers using car
stereo system
1 party that was so ridiculous, the floor
caved in under the weight of all the
dancing people.

pi—nwmWwiMsnu

- DJ Uaskell

Mork Matkell o self taught 0), vpins hrs lum tables on Ike commons ol JMU He has honed his skills mlo a swcenhil DJing business, ploying on WXJM end ol various events in Hormonbutg ond DC

HE'S
GOT
THE
BEAT
From JMU to D.C., DJ Mark
Maskell continues to expand
his growing business

BY JESS NOVAK
Mhrmta
From his small dorm room at JMU lo
D.C. clubs, Mark Maskell has made a name
for himself in the DJing world in only a few
short years
Maskell. who plans to graduate in May,
runs a one-man, multi-faceted business, including professional DJ-for-hire, nightclub
DJ, promoter of his own company, Restless Promotions, and sound and lighting
technician. He has played at events ranging from JMU fraternity parties, weddings
and proms, as well as local venues including
Rocktown Grill, Mainstreet Bar & Grill and
Isis in Harrisonburg and MCC XXIII, Ultrabar and RFK Stadium in Washington, D.C.
"I was always into the technical stuff."
Maskell said. "From middle school when 1
did the morning announcements, to high
school where they made me tech director
for the entire school my freshman year...
and that was only after two or three months
of experience."
Upon arriving at JMU. Maskell bought
a 12-channel professional mixing board,
lights and speakers and kept it set up in his
dorm room in Logan Hall. He remembers
having one of the biggest sound systems
and craziest lights in the dorms — enough
to be the first recognized dorm in the "JMU
Cribs" feature of 7Tie Breeze in 2002.
After being recognized in the newspa-

per, Maskell gained recognition both on and
off campus as people realized the potential
of having a DJ with professional equipment
at weekend parties. This amplified interest helped catapult Maskell further into his
newfound profitable hobby.
"Once I started getting recogni/ed far
DJing, I also started getting involved with
WXJM," Maskell said. "I started with z to
5 a.m. Wednesdays and increased to a midnight to 6 a.m. show, often with 10 a.m.
classes to follow. Once I even had to train
I girl from 6 to 8 a.m. after doing my own
six-hour show."
Maskell utilized the extensive hours of
on-air exposure and technical experience to
perfect his turntable abilities and radio personality and continues to DJ every Wednesday night. He is also known for his marathon sessions on-air, the longest of which
took place finals week of 2004, where he
stayed on the air for 15 hours.
He also took the initiative to create the
WXJM Webcast. Once it was fully functional, stable and reliable, other local stations
including WMRA were able to set up Web
broadcasts by following the same design.
The online stream enables listeners from all
over the world to access the JMU studentrun station.
"I didn't know how to do it. but I figured
it out." Maskell said. "I thought. 'Why not get
listeners from all over?' So I just went for it."
These common traits of taking initi.it ive

figuring things out and putting in th« extra
time to improve and promote have helped
make Maskell the entrepreneur he if today,
However, Maskell also credits his childhood
friend Matt Rofougaran, the director of
promotions for Panorama Production?, for
helping him discover his passion.
"Matt got me a job promoting at the club
after my freshman year," he said. That job
changed my life. It's where I learned everything I know about promotions and nightlife and decided that's where I belong."
Through his experience with Panorama
during school breaks, Maskell gained the
necessary skills lo throw his own events and
prove himself as a DJ.
"I own a night club in D.C. and know
about DJs," Rofougaran said. "Mark is
very diverse in terms of what he plays, has
an awesome light show with great sound
equipment and he can mix, which is rare ...
Very few go the extra mile when it comes to
events and he really does."
Once Mark started working in nightclubs, his business really took oft.
"It's been an absolute explosion in the
past few years as people catch on." Maskell
said. "I can cater to anyone, any type of event,
with any music, any theme, anywhere."
However. Maskell becomes most passionate when the subject of what makes a DJ
worth the money is provoked and emphasizes
ueMASKEUpogtlO

Try a slice of something new
Tutti Gusti pizzeria gives customers a taste of Italy with its wide menu selection
BY ASHLEY HOPKINS

Tirod of typical pizza?
Tutti Gusti, a recently opened Italian-style pizzeria, offers a welcome ;dterm!i\e in ihoso looking for a change.
The restaurant, located beside the R-2 lot off Port Republic
Roiid, includes eight to vi pizzas, with ingredients that change daily. Those looking to add a little spice to their meal can enjoy wide
varieties as wings pizza, streak pizza, seafood pizza and peanut buttei pizza
Just because an option is not on the buffet doesn't mean it can't
be ordered. Customers are encouraged to come up with their own

radpM

"As long as we ha\ e it in the kitchen, we'll make it for you," said
Butch Strawdcrman, one of the restaurant's three owners
Tutti Gusti also makes food from fresh ingredients. Drawing
from Italian techniques, chefs mix the dough in 80-quart mixers
before separating it into individual portions and placing it on ti,i\s,
where it can rise for 10 to 12 hours. In order to ensure th.it it's
fresh, workers make the dough no more than one day in advance.
"Everything is 100 percent man-made," Strawderman said.
"100 percent fresh."
Tutti Gusti llao otters ,1 variety ol ipedtli ,is well Customers
can get a slice of pizza and a drink for under five dollars or lasagna,
bread, salad and a drink for $595- In addition to the specials, the
managers plan to create theme nights sometime in the near future.
While still in the works, possibilities Include Spaghetti Night. Kids
Night. Wings Night and Senior Night.
If all this seems too good to be true, it almost was. According
to Massimo Coppola, another of the restaurant's three owners, tinspace was originalK intended to house ,1 line restaurant Being so
close to JMU, the owners changed their minds.
"We had a good location near the college." Coppola said. "You
have to work the location."
And they have. While Tutti Gusti may not be located in the waterways of Italy, it's a clean, comfortable place for students to grab
a bite to eat between classes. That's exactly what junior Bnan Anderson did.
I was looking for a place to eat and wanted pizza." he said. "I
was parked in the R-a lot, so 1 came on over."
While the location may bring students in. the restaurant's character keeps them coming.
"American and Italian restaurants .ire kind ot the same," Coppola said "Of course the atmosphere is different, but this plan* has
~Mr1ZZA,»ffilO
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What's happening around
JMU & the 'Burg

THURSDAY:
Jamnesty
JMUs chapter of Amnesty International will hold a benefit
concert tonight at 8 pm at
The Pub. The show wil feature Electric Baby, an 80
One Records band, and
Hi Tied There is a ccwr
charge of $5 and the
money will be donated to Amnesty Internationals human rights work

SATURDAY:
Art History Centennial
Alumni Forum
Former art history and art education students
will partictate in a forum as part of JMU's Centennial celebration. The issues that will be discussed are art education in public schools, survival guide to graduate school, art teachers as
researchers and finding the nght job.The forum
will be from 10 am - 12 pm. in Room 240
of Duke Hall and from 12 pm
4
j-p.m m the Festival Conference and Vm \
Student Center
\* *J

UMMSTffWtT/phatoi**
jokovt) Mossimo Coppola, one of Tutti Gusti's three owners, prepare! pino dough
(left) Tutti Gusti has several speoalty pizzas, including 0 Margheiito pizzas

SATURDAY:
Holidays on
Main Street

A

Downtown will get into
the holiday spirit Dec. I
from 4-7 p.m. wrth horse and carnage
ndes, live music from local school choirs
and a showing of "How the Gnnch
Stole Chnstmas." Mayor Eagle will light
the Chnstmas tree and downtown
merchants will reveal their holidaydecorated storefront windows.

SUNDAY:
Holidayfest
One of the Valle% s
oldest holiday concert traditions .vll
feature the JMU Chorale. Symphony Orchestra and
Brass Band this year The conceit
is Dec. 2 at 4 p.m. in Wilson Hall
To purchase tickets visit the Masterpiece Box Office in Wilson
Hall.Ticketsare$8and$IO.

I

IO
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MASKELL: Student realizes
PIZZA: New Italian eatery serves
his dream by becoming a DJ up pizza any way you want it
MASKEll. from pig* 9
ih.' importance and potential of live, interactive Mitel•t.iinnient only a DJ can provide by
■ itpondfof t«> the crowd and making full use of
turntable skills.
A D.I can make or break a party." Maskell
No OOC understands how important they

the entire evening even though it was on short
notice. He really made the event flow seamlessly."
Maskell loves his job and it is obvious in
the energy be exudes, not only throughout his
live performances, but through the way he de•Cribea what he is and what he's done.
Maskell hopes to continue expanding his
business in the future, and is currently seeking work in radio either on-air or in technical production after graduating in the spring.
He'll have a degree in ISAT with a concentration in Telecom, with minors in Math and
Physics.
For more information on D.I Mark Maskell
and all his endeavors, visit djmaskell.com and
tune in Wednesdays from 10 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
on WXJM (88.7 FM) for Maskell's show with
co-hosts John "DJ Fraggy" Hall and Darren
"Lt. Watts" Watkins.

can be."
I nlike many people who call themselves
D.ls because ihey have speakers and a laptop,
Mukoll is | professional performer who spins
on turntables, beat matches, scratches, sami'li v drops, mashes-up. mixes, reads the crowd
and adapts his style in response.
"I eert.unU BOVOf thought about having a
DJ at the Future Fashion Show," said Travis
linker of concert production company. Blame
it on the Traip. "But D.I Maskell offered to help
MS out and provided the event with great music
and lights, setting up a terrific atmosphere for

L<
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Servers wanted,
come in to apply!

from appetizer to entree, your delicious,
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dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.

ALL PARTS
SM

Coppola should know the difference. He has
worked in restaurants all his life and admits that he
got into the business in an effort to meet women.
"When 1 was younger I thought it was a good
catch," he said. "Make good food, have a candlelight dinner."
Something must have worked, as Coppola met
his wife in a restaurant when he moved to the U.S.
in 1996. After working as head chef for the Bravo
Italian Eatery for seven years, he was approached
by Strawderman and his business partner, Be

Tran. about opening a pizzeria.
Strawderman and Tran had owned the entire
complex Tutti Gusti is housed in, which includes
other buisness such as Caribbean Tan and Jimmy
Johns. Together the three men opened the business on Oct. 26, offering pizza by the slice, pizza
by the pie and a wide variety of other dishes to
hungry students.
Junior Andrew Stearns, who visited the restaurant for the first time yesterday, has been impressed so far.
He said, "They have a great Italian atmosphere, good food and good prices."

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

FOR AIL JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

tithMU.

a nice atmosphere."

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare
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829 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA
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'=30 am to 6:00 pm

Caribbean Tan
JMU's 3 Best Locations
Acro« The (MO Entrance
13l8H*Md*Ave
S404379338
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Marrmmburg Croiwwj
215 Buigeis Road
$40-43*9909

,—

Buy1
Get 1 Mystic Tan

FREE

.«*

Food boo Shopping Centre
1019 Port Republic Road
S40 433 9989

$49
For 8 Sessions
I

(includes all beds)
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A performance experience you 11 never forget.
Get at spectacular job as a singer, dancer,
musician, stage manager, technician or
specialty performer. All talents welcome.

golden,

corral

Monday Dec. 3,2007 James Madison University
Festwal Conference &
Student Center. Balroom A
Conference Boom 3

Dancers should arrive at 12:30 pm
All other talents 2:00 pm to 4:30 pm
Tech Interviews 2:30 pm to 4:30 pm

Dancers wil be taught a routine All other talents bring prepared 90
second auditor Technicians should brrg a resume and letters o)
recommendation Vis« our website for helpful audition bps pay rates
photos and benefits Live auditions are prefened but video auditions
are accepted Call our Audition Hottne 800-253-3302 or vrU

Everyone deserves a good meal.9
10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID

www. talentsearchbgw. com
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS
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CALL 564-0477
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PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS

KHIOfE

$50 resident referral (some restrictions apply)
* call or stop by the office for details

Limited availability
for 1,2, 3, & 4 bedroom townhomes
25 E Water Street I larrisonburg, VA
HarrlsonburgvScbeecli.com

Phone 540.4.W.04OI

wwwrbeech.com
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(For Rent J
Five. Six. Seven and highl bedrooms
HOUSES for not year (5401 568 3068
s s II MAI I KmMMAII: WANT
ED Spacious room w/ own entrance
and lull bath Rent $375'mo plus water electric I mile Irom JMT email
baker2jlis<jmu edit or call (540) 5603379
HOUSE TOR RENT 282 Canlrell Ave
nue (treat location across Irom hospital >
3 or. I 5 bath, off-street parkin?. DSL
SI200Vmonth
canlrellhouses@gmail.
com
293 CAMPBELL ST available Yearly
lease June I. 2008 Call 4.13-6047 or
2711952.
APARTMENT FOR RENT. $400 per
month lor room in townhouse. One
block walk to campus. AH utilities included in rent, cable, electricity, water,
internet, etc Back yard and large basement Two 20 year old male roomates
JMI' students. Easy going and good
time Call 804339.3259 or email
emmonsmta vcu.edu (or inhumation

HOUSE 4 bedrooms. 3 baths. 2 kilth
ens. fenced yard, oft street parking 805
Country Club Rd $1450 Also TOWN
HOUSE, 3 bedrooms, nest to campus,
furnished $975 (5401433-2221
SOI IKI 111! I. SPRING 2008 sublease, one bedroom available. $365,
rent negotiable (540) 273-8111
LARGE ONE BEDROOM APART
MENT. Great location, washer/dryer.
AC, no pels, Available 12/1.$545(540)
433-ue*
SUBLEASE FOR SPRING 2008 I
BR/BTH in Southview. $420month.
through May or August, clean & female
please" (5401 119 0510
HUNTERS RIDGE 4 BED APT Now
accepting applicants for 2008 2009
school year. 4 bedrooms. 2 bath. New
kitchen appliances Rent only $250/personplus utilities.Completely Furnished.
Email grahamcracker929swcomcasl net
or call Jon. (410) 245-4478 (410) 2454478(410)245-4478

SEMESTER BREAK WORK!!' «
$17.00 Base-Apt* • I 5 week wuck
program • Apply NOW. begin after riIUPV * Flexible schedules • Can continue in spnng & summer" ('u&iomer
ulWierv.ee • Conditions Apply * All
ages 18+ ' Possible scholarships * All
majors considered * FairfWNOVA
703-359-7600 • N**yafttfeWl757
594-0100* Richmond 804-270-4300
" Virginia Beach 757-557-0080 ' semc&terbrenkwork com
PART-TIME NURSERY Fine Presbyterian Church on Court Square is
seeking loving and energetic nursery
workers to care for children from infants to age 3 Sunday mornings and
evenings are available For more in
formation call 434-6551 Of email Tra
cie at tcmeadowssfi(mac com

EARN EXTRA MONEY 200
temporary openings Deliver the new
ShenTel Telephone Books in jour
area Quick pay and a generous auto
allowance. Must be 18 yrs. of age.
valid drivers license and proof of
insurance ,800) 422-1955 (ext #4>
8A-4 30PMon-Fn

( Services
A+PLUS (I.KIinil) COMPUTER
TBCH Kim Wilson 540-271 4890

Late Night Breakfast
Live Entertainment
Mild Winter and Tartufi
Mozaic Dance Club

I0pm-l2am

Karaoke

$1

( Travel)
SPRING BRKAK 2008 Sell I rips
Ham Cash and Cio free Call for group
discounts. Best deals guaranteed'
Info/ Reservations 800-648-4849
www .ststravel com

Menu

wihi «n Bake
Spring Break *08
•allL
llmrt
Frsxl

Wings, potato
wedges. &

■•••1 i.rt. a ■•

www.iunsplnshCours.com
I.80P.470.// IO

brownies

JMU SPRING BREAK
4 & 7 night trips LOW price* guaran
teed Group discounts lor 8+ Book
20 people, get 3 free trips' Campus
Reps needed wwustudentcirycom or
800-293 1445

Sponsored by

ROOMMATE WANFED Spnng semester in Sunchasc $360/ mo, your
own bathroom, pels allowed. Call to set
up a meeting (703)994-0098

(For Sale

Free

November 29th
Festival Drum

Gamma Sigma Sigma
JAMAICA SPRING
BREAK 2008

University Program Board
James Madison University,

LED GROW LIGHTS Very low
wattage. Warm-lo-ihe-touch. www.
I 1 IK irowl.ights com
877-LED■OROW
BlFTS FOR PARENTS- HANDPAINTED Perfect gift ideas for parents,
alumni, friends and tailgating fanatics'!
Jlandpainted wine martini highball
(•lasses in JMU. VI. IIVA colors . lots
more!! Also Slumped Bottle cheese
trass' large selection at THE COTTAGE (197 South Avenue and Rl 42).
the OASIS (Main and Watet Streets
Downtown) Hurry.
YOU and your
(:ilts will be a hit' Affordable' (717)
475-2461
FOR SALE Mazda 626LX 5ipeed
Runs great 168.00 miles No rust $2500
(540) 289 1378

(Help Wanted
'BARThNDING' $250/ Day Potential
No hjtpenence Necessary. Training
Available (8001965 6520 XT2I2
l.hAKN ItJ BARTkND jtih placement
payment plans jigKertbartenulngMhool
tthotmail corn 15401671 -1202
EARN MONEY SSi Motivated sell
starters for beverage distribution busi
MM lifelong income potential. (5401

110-4311

Are you a FLEX-accepting
business?
Call The Breeze at 568-6127 to
schedule your ad for the FLEX
back page today!

THE JAMAICA MUSIC
FESTIVA1 FEATURING
ARTISTS SUCH AS:
SHAGGY, BEENIE MAN
and much, much morel
Conceit Dates March Jid.
'Oth l7Ul« 24*

Book Your Trip Today! Contact:

al2i
$125 with full color! 12/3 only!

VOTE NOW!

540434-4240
800-296-4240

2007- 08 Best of the 'Burg

DANIELSPRO-AD COM

Iiii|u iiiii-il Sportswear
I 100.Mt 4149

1*00.426 7710

wmtHuM

PURPLE DUFFLES

www.thebreeze.org
Vole through December! Winners announced in lanuary

Fall '07 - Staying up until
6 a.m. (o finish a paper,
deciding you might as
well stay up all night and
make your Christmas list,

Thursday November 29
JMU Amnesty inn Hosts: Jamnestyy:Benefit Concert
Featuring Hi-Ted and Electric Baby

but then accidentally turning in the list instead of
your paper, and severely
losing points accordingly.

^U

Pj

3S I I I I I.

RieT^aMfZ^

RicTjae^C]

$19.95

$34.95

DANIELS IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
NEW LOCATION:

600J

UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD «NC*T TO covrco)

T-SHIRTS • SWEATSHIRTS • GREEK LETTERS
EMBROIDERY • PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS
OFFICIALLY LICENSED JMU PRINTER

Come out and help raise money for this great cause
Friday Hovember 30
Most Wanted Southern Rock
Saturday Oecember 1st
Heather Edwards Band! Rockin Country
Coming Next Thursday Night Oec. 6th at The Pub
Laugh arm a Half Comedy Night
Come out and enjoy the tun!
-■-^
- MMI
doitispiili.com

Don't forget...
pick up your copy of the Exam
Relief Guide in next thursday's
issue of The Breeze!

121 Thursdoy, Iwwto M, 20071 www.thtfcww^iB I The BfWM
APRIL DILEMMA

CORRECTION

SUPER CROSSWORD

ACROSS

In the Nov. 15 issue of The Breeze the article Talking it out"
11 UMI K -i 11 it 1111 Mary-Bailey White as Mary White.

Check out thebreeze.org on Dec. 7

I Lump

Results of the
online poll:

5 Showed sorrow

What's your
favorite
Thanksgiving
food?

*

■

19

9 Anthony of "Boston
Public"
14 Jambala) .i ingredient

1

'

19 Hammett hound

C"

22 Spine-tingling

14

24 Tumble

^r

I prefer the
untraditional -13
Total votes: 192

mt
■i«
110

11-

....

What should JMU
football have done
on the App. St 10yard line with 22
seconds left?

.

Be part of the

■ •

-..

role

61 Bookstore section

126 Porsche propeller
!27Tel128 Crucifix

62 Bog
63 Precambnan 65 In honor of

l3IC«yordair

66 Snick and -

132 Dweeb

53 I'ublishci CMrk
55 At an> time

superior)

DOWN

56 brewer or Wnght

69 Part 3 of remark

I French Sudan, toda>

60 Cap or dolman

1 If

V°*

•IB

1z

ir

m

13'

42 It darkens sour doorway Hi: liouiCloshinintC
103 TV"> "Scoot)
■
43 Bird-to-be
46 Follow

106*81 John lennon hit
107 Senaloi llmrmonu

!29Texas'stale tree

48 "- you lor ml '

UN llolfol tennis

130 Marvell marvels

50 2001. to Tiberius
51 Skaler Midori

no sctretsSkyc
111 Bank'- beckon 01c

45 Join

112 Clamm)
III

I \pee"sequel

I 14 Abilof Bcclllo\eri

57 Orion, for instance

113 Weekend mutton tbbt

59 Part of (.1 I I'

I 16 Donated

3 Command to Fido

61 Tofu base

117 Friggii's fcllou

4 Mead's milieu

62 Occupation

118 South African plant

75 Baseball family name 2 From
76 Antitoxins
77 Mouth piece''
78 Long or Pee pies

5 Breakfast treat

I l9Slkorsk) 01 Starvintk)

79 Solidant) leader

64 Sail throutfli
6 Morales of "NYPD Blue' 63 Co/; cloth

81 Forger's need

7 Disagreeable son

67 Ion. ot time

121 Weaken

83 Cultural

8 Hard to believe

69 Mild cigars

88 Wear away

9 Pnam's wife

70 Fermented tea

89 Carthaginian

10 Cheer

71 Deplored

90 Part 4 of remark

11 - Romeo

72 Shock

93 Comic Rickles

73 Word with bab\ or .mikr

94 Bizet opera

12 Mortgage, for one
13 Actor \in.i/

96 Nasty

14 Sereml)

75 Filled with wonder

97 "How sweet -!"

15 Disgust

K(l Instant, tor short

98 Cpl's superior

16 Composer Khachaturian X2 Coo, au 17 Deep red
X4 pollen

18 Volleyball divider
28 City on the Danube

74 Inauguration Da> event

85 -K7 Streisand film
86 Egyptian deity

17" lavte"

29 Kind of kiln
107 Cooke or Donaldson 30 Fenwick or Carter

89 Supportive ol

108 Male swan

34 Snitches

90 Pnncess bruiser

110 End of remark

35 |n|and sea

91 Mm/

121 Biblical city

36 Prix

92 Plastic - Band

122 "That's -" ('54 tunel 38 Baton Rouge coll

95 Bill of Rights grp.

123 Actress Thompson

39 Clolh finish

96 Inteiotliec .onununiuuc

124 Gymnast Korbul

40

99 Honda compelilor

125 "West Side Story"

41 Errs

Mateo. CA

'-■-'

V

.2:.

■—

105 He gives a hoot

■■■

114

58 Neon -

104 Fast flier

■

Ml

('75filml

100 Type of fuel
101 Porgy and bass

Vote ot thebreeze.org

117

^H
[li*

in

IB
IB

^■j

no?

H*

68 - above (somewhat

The Next Poll
Question:

■

■iou

50 "The Jungle Book" boy
52 Cask
57 "Love - the Ruins"

M

M

HM

H

49 Pants part

54 Pan 2 of remark

HM

H

■

33 Slippery character?

I don't eat meat! -17

^M** [*$

H

B
'W

Ham - 22

43

4/

"

32 Vigoda or Saperslein

44 Faucet
47 94 Across highlight

\

■■

IHI

26 - -garde
27 Sum of a remark

34 Brit fliers
37 Singer Manchester
41 Cell

— || iT-nr

|

^l4<

25 Java joints

Chicken - 5

i <

^Mb'

31 Herriot title start

Turkey -135

II ||

■

■

■

23 Fertile soil

'i

1

B

onager

U

7;

B

21 Songwriter Greenwich

>

:

■ "

.'■

20 Where to find an

for our Web site's newest additon:

Breeze Blogs. Get excited.

?~ 1

1

120 Diane tit ' ( hinatown"'

Don't know
the answers?
Find them at
thebreeze.org

101 Wimsey's creator

egacy

If you missed your first chance, don't worry!
Walk-in yearbook photo make up dates will be as follows:
Monday, Dec. 3:12 p.m.-4:45 p.m.
Taylor 405 and Festival Ballroom
Tuesday, Dec. 4:9 a.m.-4:45 p.m.
Taylor 404 and Festival Ballroom '
Sitting fees are $5/underclassmen and $8/seniors.
Sitting fees are non-refundable, so be sure you come in if
you (or your parents) have already sent in the payment.
Any questions? E-mail us atjmu.bluestone@gmail.com

The Bluestone 2008
one hundred years

